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Esera Tuaolo ~hares his experience
Students sat in wide-eyed
curiosity as former NFL defensive tackler Esera Tuaolo, openly
gay since 2002, shared his story
of intolerance and inner turmoil.
The presentation was part of the
Student Life speaker series,
sponsored by the Office of
Diversity, CHOICES, and the
Athletics department.
With his large and confident
stature, Tuaolo presented a radical departure from the stereotypically gay man. For nine years
Tuaolo was a defensive lineman
for five teams, including the
Falcons, whom he jokingly
regrets lost the Superbowl XXXl11 title to the Broncos.
"I'm not here to change or convert you," Tuaolo began , "I'm
here to share and educate.·
Tuaolo expressed concern for
the active stigma in sports and
mainstream society over being
gay. He asked: "How many athletes do you see come out while
still active in a professional
sports league? Zero."
In his presentation, Tuaolo
spoke of the struggle to maintain
a double life. He expressed his
fear of losing everything just for
being gay. "It was kind of messed
up, all the hoops that I had to
jump through for society, " he
said. "Just to know you could
lose people by telling them, that
was hard."
"I heard things in the locker
room and I'd bite my lip: he
reflected. A slight glimmer

appeared in his eye while Regis
students listened in silence.
"Hate and discrimination are
wrong; no matter what form," he
explained.
As rampant gay-bashing took
place in the locker rooms,
Tuaolo recalled laughing on the
outside while feeling deeply
ashamed inside. The clash
between his peers' culture of
disrespect and his own secret
led him to contemplate suicide
many times. Begging God to
either take away his curse or
take away his life, Tuaolo
reached the low point of his life.
Alcoholism became his escape.
Tuaolo named two things that
saved him from suicide: his
mother, and God. He recalled
how "amazing" it felt to provide
for her. Instead of viewing
homosexuality as a curse,
Tuaolo began to understa!"ld it
as a challenging "card dealt
from God."
"God never makes mistakes,
therefore I can't be a mistake,"
he said.
Since retiring from the NFL,
Tuaolo became a husband , a
family man, and a father.
Together, he and partner
Mitchell Wherley have adopted
two children. He has spoken to
many audiences about intolerance , including the freshest
batch of NFL draftees. Tuaolo is
currently on a tour to promote his
book, Alone in the Trenches: My
Life as a Gay Man in the NFL.
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This Halloween, the campus will come alive with ghoulish festivities, cackling parties,
and wicked carnival games. First, stop by the Faculty Lounge and see the Employee
Activity Committee dress for the holiday. Next, head to the residence halls as the littlest trick-or-treaters visit campus for goodies and treats. Then, don your costumes
and join your fellow witches, pirates, ninjas, and superheroes for the Macarade Ball.
Have a safe and happy Halloween!
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Barrera calls the
wealthy
Freedom for excellence
Jacqueline Kharouf
Editor-in-Chief
This past Thursday, October 26, the
Catholic Studies Speaker Series,
"Catholicism in the Modern World ,"
hosted its final speaker of the semester, Father Albino Barrera, O.P.
Barrera, who is a professor of theology
and economics at Providence College,
Rhode Island, spoke on "Holiness in
the Marketplace: The Promise and
Possibilities
of
Business
and
Economic Life," providing a critical look
at the economics in the Old Testament
and how those economics parallel with
today.
Barrera began his discussion by listing examples of the misunderstanding
of wealth as evil. He explained that
many scripture passages point to the
misuse of wealth as an evil. In fact, the
early Christians lived in community,
shared everything, and no one had
personal wealth. But, Barrera continued, having wealth is not necessarily
evil. The evil lies in the misuse of
wealth for greed, power, and other selfish pursuits.
"It is not a sin to be rich, " he said.
In this way, Barrera arrived at his
goal for his discussion: to explain that
we can "use wealth as a stepping
stone to holiness."
To begin, Barrera delved into the
problem of evil. This problem, Barrera
explained, is most simply put in the
question "If God is good, why is there
evil in the world?" This question marks
the "unfairness of evil in the world,"
Barrera explained.
To understand evil, Barrera continued, several early Christian theologians thought that goodness and evil
were constantly at war with each othe~
and that humans were caught in the
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middle. These theologians hypothesized that things that are immaterial
are good because they are incorruptible and things that are material are
evil because they are corruptible.
Thus, Barrera explained, these beliefs
are the foundations of heresies
because, basically, these ideas make
the human body evil and, further, any
act of the body, such as procreation
and marriage, is also evil.
St. Augustine, on the other hand,

·--------------------~
Upcoming Catholic
Studies Speakers:
Tom Beaudoin, assistant professor of religious studies, Santa
Clara University, "Catholicism and
Popular Culture;" Thursday,
February 15, 7:00 p.m. Regis
Chapel.
Richard Heinzl, Doctors Without
Borders, Nobel Peace Prize winner, "Living Without in a World
Without Borders;" Thursday, March
22, 7:00 p.m. Regis Chapel.
John O'Malley, S.J., professor of
Church history, Georgetown
University, "Catholicism
Encounters Modern Culture;"
Thursday, April 19, 7:00 p.m.,
Regis Chapel.

--------------------

said that there is only goodness and
that evil is just a "privation of good ."
Barrera explained that, essentially this
means, "evil is a description where
something that should be good is missing."
Thus, for Barrera, evil is not at war
with good , but rather is something
which "is parasitic on the good."
"Wealth is a good so that we can
provide for ourselves and others," he
said.
To continue, Barrera explained the
gift of grace, a gift which helps us to
restore good "no matter how much we

fail. " Barrera defined grace in two
ways: it is "unmerited gifts we receive
from God" and it is "God at work in
human lives." Thus, with grace, we are
able to recreate and transform ourselves when we have sinned, misused
wealth, or performed any other sort of
evil.
Finally, with grace there is also freedom, which, Barrera said, "liberates us
from evil and liberates us for something." This freedom is thus not only a
liberation , but a calling too, a calling,
Barrera explained, to excellence.
To explain his last point, Barrera
used the Old Testament scriptures in
which the nation of Israel was liberated
from the Egyptians and led to the
Promised Land.
Barrera explained
that God was involved in the economic
organization of Israel by setting them
as a nation apart. The economy of
Israel was based on equality, in which
all members of the community treated
each other as equals, with mutual
respect for one another and responsibility for each other's welfare.
In this way, the Israelites were given
freedom for excellence. First, God
was interested in the material welfare
of His people. Second, the food from
Heaven stopped; God wanted the
Israelites to provide for themselves
year after year. Third, God provided
motive clauses.
Motive clauses,
Barrera explained, occurred when God
asked the Israelites to perform difficult
tasks and then explained why He
asked them to do that. These motive
clauses invited the Israelites to reciprocate the same favors to their neighbors. Fourth, and finally, the freedom
for excellence is finally and completely
implemented when Jesus Christ inaugurates his ministry. Jesus comes as
the fulfillment to that calling to excellence and invites us to share our gifts
with others.
In this way, Barrera concluded, we
too can truly share in the holiness of
God.
"It is a gift to be able to grow in holiness," Barrera said, "to participate in
God's work."

How to vote in Denver County
elle thomas
Contributing Reporter
On Tuesday, November 7, Colorado
voters will have the opportunity to
choose a new governor and other
state-wide officials, pick who will fill
several Congressional seats, and
approve or deny 14 different ballot
measures in this general election.
However, there have been a f~w major
changes to the voting system this year
that need Jo know about before
November 7.
One of biggest Election Day
changes is the switch from precinct
voting to vote centers. Under the old
precinct system, a registered voter
could only cast his/her ballot in a specific location (usually in a school,
church, or fire station), generally within
walking distance of his/her residence.
If he/she tried to vote at another location (say, one more convenient to
his/her work or school), his/her would
be turned away. For those with busy
schedules, or for those who had
recently moved, getting to the correct
precinct polling place was a hassle,
and some people who wanted to vote
weren't able to. In an attempt to make
it easier to vote, the Denver Election
Commission decided to change to vote
centers. There are 55 of these vote
centers throughout Denver County,
and any registered voter in the county
can vote at any one of them. Instead of·

having a printed book listing only registered voters in that precinct, the election judges now have computers that
show every single voter in the county.
People who lived on or around the
Regis campus used to vote at Berkeley
Church at West 50th Ave and Meade,
but that is no longer a voting place.
The closest vote centers to campus
are at the Scheitler Recreation Center
(5031 W 46 Ave, just east of Sheridan)
and at the Quigg Newton Senior
Center (4430 Navajo). Those are the
closest, but there are 53 other vote
centers - for a full list, visit www.denvergov.org and click on the link for voting. If a voter is registered to vote in a
different Colorado county, visit the
Secretary of State's webpage at
www.elections.colorado.gov. If a voter
doesn't know where he/she is registered, call the Denver Election
Commission at 720.913.VOTE.
All voters need to show a photo ID
and prove they have a Denver County
address. If a voter has a Colorado
license with a current address, that's
all is need. If, however, a voter has an
out-of-state license, he/she will need to
bring a copy of a bill, bank statement,
auto registration, or some other official
proof of address, and which was
issued within the past 30 days (so, it
must be dated on or after October 7,
2006). If an individual has registered
to vote in Denver but is a student living
on-campus, and has no bills or car in

your name and Regis address, go to
the Registrar's Office in Main Hall and
ask them for a print out of personal
information including one's name and
campus address.
This November's ballot is really long
- it's about four or five pages on the
voting computer screen. To make it go
more quickly, voters should figure out
how one would want to vote before
getting to the vote center. A voter is
allowed to bring a cheat sheet, as long
as the voter doesn't talk about it or
show it to anyone else in line (that's
considered "electioneering" or influencing other voters). There is an oversized yellow sample ballot in the
library, to the left of the reference
librarian's desk. You can also read
over the entire ballot and check the
"truth test" for various commercials at
www.9news.com/news/elections.
One of the drawbacks to the new
vote center system is that casting
one's ballot may require driving.
Neither of the two vote centers is within walking distance. To make sure that
every Denver County voter in the
Regis community can get to a vote
center on election day, the Peace &
Justice Club, with help from Service
Learning, SPEAK, GSA, the Campus
Republicans, and several other student clubs, is running a van from campus to the vote center at 4430 Navajo
Street.
See Vote on page 3
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Being a good
neighbor
Don't feel threatened by
the new changes to the
handbook, says the
University
Maricor Coquia
Associate Editor

This past summer, as done annually, Regis University updated the student code of conduct to encompass
off-campus events involving Regis students. Many students have expressed
their dislike of the changes, claiming
the changes strip college "adults" of
their independence.
· "What we do off-campus isn't Regis'
business," said junior Margaret Van
Houten.
Sophomore Alex Colgan partly
shares Van Houten's sentiment. He
said, "I think students living off-campus
must be allowed to live their lives free
of university involvement." He continues, acknowledging a need for student
responsibility: "However, students living off-campus need to understand
that being a member of a university
means upholding the moral character
that is expected by that university. But
so far, it is beyond the scope of most
off-campus dwellers to understand the
concept of moderation."
Although Colgan speaks of students
who live off-campus, the changes
made to the handbook apply to any
Regis student found in violation of the
student code of conduct.
Effective for the 2006-2007 academic year, the changes state that

Brittani Sours
Director of Communications, RUSGA

RUSGA: many people have heard of
it, but many aren't quite sure what it is.
RUSGA (Regis University Student
Government Association) is more than
just an acronym. The people of
RUSGA are everywhere, literally. They
plan your Thursday Thrills, provide free
BBQ at Ranger games, hold weekly
senate meetings, and encourage you
to donate blood. Although it's barely
November, this year's student government is already hard at work making
your experience at Regis the best possible.
President Risschie Aran "RUSGA is
finding new directions for the student
government to grow by providing more
leadership opportunities. It's easy for
senators and directors to take over, but
this year we are focusing on RUSGA
becoming an effort of students as well.
By getting students more involved on
campus, RUSGA will be able to provide better services to Regis students.
With growth, RUSGA is now striving

Highlander 3
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Regis now reserves the right "to take
necessary and appropriate action to
protect the safety of the campus community and the students who comprise
it." The changes, found on page 36 of
the handbook, also state that students
who receive a citation from the Denver
Police Department or Adams County
Sheriff will have that paperwork forwarded to the university, which will be
placed in the student's file.
Tom Reynolds, vice-president for
Mission, explained, "What students
need to understand is that these
changes weren't really changes, but a
clarification of what the university has
been doing for years." He continued, "It
is the job of the university to protect its
students, which includes the reputation
of its students and the institution as a
whole."
Reynolds also stresse'd that the
changes are not unusual. Many universities nationwide explicitly outline the
consequences of disruptive and disrespectful off-campus student behavior.
Towson University (TU), located in
Towson, Maryland, for instance,
upholds a strict "Policy on Off-campus
Disorderly and Disruptive Behavior."
According to the school's website, "the
University may bring charges against a
student or group of students whose
'off-campus actions affect the university community or the university's pursuit
of its mission, policies or procedures.'"
Reynolds also emphasized that the
changes were meant to advocate the
mission guideline, "how ought we to
live?" He said, "Regis wants to protect
its students and the university community, which is something we've always
strived to do." The changes, he
explained, underline Regis' mission to
produce respectful members of society
who are aware and concerned with
current issues of the community.

Diane Cooper, dean of students,
explained in the October 3 issue of the
Highlander. "The changes aren't
meant to be a threat to students.
Instead, they're meant to make
progress in improving the relationships
between Regis students and our
neighbors."
Many neighbors living in vicinity of
the campus, however, feel that students aren't as concerned with being a
"good neighbor." In December 2005,
for instance, many neighbors sternly
voiced their dislike of student behavior
off-campus. One neighbor stated, "I
know its Regis students when I see red
cups . And they start cussing and
breaking glass ... It's embarrassing on
behalf of Regis."
Such tension, Cooper explained,
prompted the changes during the
annual update of the handbook,
stressing "the changes were intended
for the overatl bettering of our campus
community." She hopes that students
realize their responsibility to be good
neighbors, and that living in accordance to Regis' mission, continue to
live as respectful adults long after their
few years at Regis University.
Stanley Ereckson, legal counsel for
the university, also expressed, "Regis
has every right to uphold the reputation
of the university." Specifically, in
response to student Noel Rupel's letter
to the editor about "double jeopardy,"
he said: "[The changes] aren't in violation of double jeopardy because Regis
is a separate group, a separate entity
from the state government."
For instance, if a student receives a
citation for driving under the influence,
the changes assert that the university
will cooperate with outside authorities
to file the citation under the student's
name. Like an employer who requests
a background check on an employee

because of questionable behavior, the
changes now allow Regis to take similar precautions of its students. Thus,
depending on the severity of the situation, consequences may range from
receiving a warning to a "dismissal"
from the university.
Reynolds explained, "Several years
ago, a Regis student was driving while
intoxicated down Lowell. He got into an
accident, unfortunately taking a life."
According to Reynolds, in light of community concern, the university had to
release this student because his
actions had posed a direct threat to the
surrounding community.
Recalling the employer analogy,
Reynolds asked, "Would it be unusual
for an employer, after having discovered one of his employees had taken a
life because of a lack in judgment, to
dismiss him? It is the same concept.
We want to protect the university and
the community on the whole."
Like any community, Regis wants its
students to be good neighbors.
Reynolds added, "In any area, it is
understood that neighbors in a community have a standard to abide by.
You wouldn't want your neighbors to
trash your house, take your parking
spot, or disrupt your sleep." Reynolds
hopes that students understand this
point of view, and that, although away
from home, the same foundations of
respecting your neighbors apply when
living within the university community.
Both Ereckson and Reynolds
stressed that students can enjoy a life
off-campus. "We want students to work
with us and the neighbors so we can
move forward as a university community."
As Cooper expressed, "It's about
working together, about making
progress."

to expand beyond Regis, into the surroun.ding neighborhood. A new position
in the executive cabinet was implemented this year focusing on community involvement. Just this Saturday,
the
Community
Involvement
Committee, directed by Jessica
Blumenthal, planned a day of service
around the community. Volunteers
including RUSGA, Circle K, and
Student Activities geared up to rake
leaves for their "fall clean-up day."
So what's next on the list? Keep on
the look out for information regarding
the anticipated fall formal November
Photo by Graham Hunt

This past Monday, the Romero Troupe performed Speak American, a play
which highlighted immigration and diversity issues. At the end of the performance, the cast joined each other on stage with signs and posters that
called for action and acceptance.

17. Also, look for the growing campaign of making Regis sweatshop free
and supporting fair trade. Need something to due on Halloween? Stop by
the cafeteria for the Macarade Ball and
wear your best costume.

Vote

from page 2

All students need to do is show up in
the lobby of the Student Center with
your ID/proof of address and a voting

cheat sheet on Tuesday, November 7,
at one of the following times: 8:00am,
10:30am, 12:30pm, 2:30pm, 4:00pm,
or 6:00pm. The Van to Vote will bring
students back in time for the next set of
classes.
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RefIectiQU§aittul Citizenship
Michael J. Sheeran, S.J.--President, Regis University
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This year's election again places
before voters a range of complex ballot measures, as well as the usual list
of candidates for state and national
offices. The proposed amendments
and referendum questions, in particular, address difficult political and moral
issues, including same-sex marriage,
domestic partnerships, immigration,
and minimum wage. As a result,
Catholics and other religiously-affiliated voters are again being asked to
base their ballot decisions on principles derived from their faith traditions.
Examples of this intersection of
faith principles and election issues
have occurred in recent days, as the
Catholic bishops of Colorado have
urged Catholic voters to vote "Yes" on
Amendment 43 (Same-sex Marriage)
and to vote "No" on Referendum "i"
(Domestic Partnerships). The bishops
also have asked Catholics to consider
voting yes on Amendment 42, which
would raise the minimum wage.
Connecting our faith and values to
important election issues is in one
sense long overdue. For too long,
conventional wisdom has been that
the core values that arise from our
faith convictions need to be separate
from our involvements in public life
and discourse. This disconnect arose
partly from a trend toward the compartmentalization of religious experience within our personal lives, a
sense that our spiritual values should
be kept strictly private. This separation may also have arisen from a misunderstanding about the original
intent of the First Amendment to our
U.S. Constitution, which prohibits government from establishing or "privileging" any particular religion. While this
important principle should continue to
prevent our governing entities from
favoring or hindering specific religious
perspectives, it should not be used to
discourage individual believers or
denominations from expressing their
views on public policy issues.
At the same time, we should not
allow our strongly held faith traditions
to keep us from engaging in respectful dialogue with those who disagree
with us, nor should we allow ourselves to characterize those who differ with us on various topics as motivated by ill will or an opposition to
free religious expression. All of us
have regularly experienced discomfort
with negative political advertising,
including so-called "attack ads" that
vilify the opposing side or candidates,
and certainly the bitter partisanship of
our national political parties has con-

cerned many voters. As a result, we
must not let our expression of our
own deeply held values, religious or
otherwise, contribute to this increasingly polarized political climate by
becoming ourselves just one more
"special interest" set of voters who
press for a particular set of policy initiatives without respect for the contrary positions taken by others of
good will. Forcing laws on sincere
adversaries who strongly disagree is
a formula for civic turmoil, as is identifying religious truths as the exclusive
property of one particular candidate or
political party. Neither major party
fully embraces the richness of our
Catholic Tradition. It is the voter's
obligation-not to blindly click on the
ballot choices-but to judge which
candidate, which proposal, is better
for the community's good here and
now.
Even in the area of the clear
teaching of Catholicism on the right to
life, judgment is required. Here is the
comment of (then) Cardinal Joseph
Ratzinger on the American elections
of 2004:
A Catholic would be guilty of
formal cooperation in evil,
and so unworthy to present
himself for holy Communion,
if he were to deliberately vote
for a candidate precisely
because of the candidate's
permissive stand on abortion
and/ or euthanasia. When a
Catholic does not share a candidate's stand in favor of
abortion and/ or euthanasia,
but votes for that candidate
for other reasons, it is considered remote material cooperation, which can be permitted
in the presence of proportionate reasons. (Denver Catholic
Register, July 21, 2004, p. 13)
We would do well to examine the
guiding framework suggested by the
U.S. Catholic bishops in their 2003
publication, Faithful Citizenship
(USCCB.org). In it they urged all citizens "to see beyond party politics, to
analyze campaign rhetoric critically,
and to choose their political leaders
according to principle, not party affiliation or mere self-interest." Further,
they expressed the hope that voters
would examine the positions of candidates on the "full range of issues, as
well as on their personal integrity, philosophy, and performance."
The bishops further placed the
themes of Catholic Social Teaching at

the heart of the
analysis that voters
should consider in
their careful and
prayerful consideration of candidates
and issues during
elections. These
key themes include:

QUESTIONS FOR
CONSIDERATION:
Is it possible to legitimately disagree on different
approaches to achieve a more just society, for example
on how best to protect unborn children, or how to fairly administer a fair immigration policy?
In making election choices between particular candidates, when should one issue override all other important issues?
When should important religious or moral principles
appropriately become laws affecting everyone in society?
How do we honor in practical policy all of the elements of our desire to protect the life and dignity of
all human persons, especially the defenseless, the poor
and vulnerable?

Life and Dignity of
the Human Person.
"We believe that
every human life is
sacred from conception to natural death ,
that people are
more important than
things, and that the
measure of every
institution is whether
it protects the life
and dignity of the human person."
Call to Family, Community, and
Participation. "The human person is
not only sacred, but social. ...
Marriage and family should be supported and strengthened, not undermined. Every person has the right to
participate in social, economic, and
political life, and the corresponding
duty to work for the advancement of
the common good and well-being of ·
all, especially the poor and weak."
Option for the Poor and Vulnerable.
We are called on to "embrace this
preferential option for the poor and
vulnerable, to embody it in our lives,
and to have it shape public policies
and priorities."
Dignity of Work and the Rights of
Workers. "The economy must serve
people, not the other way around ... .
If the dignity of work is to be protected , then the basic rights of workers,
owners and others must be respected
. .. and exercised in ways that
advance the common good." Key
among these rights is the right to
decent and fair wages.
Solidarity. "We are one human family.
We are our brothers' and sisters'
keepers, wherever they may be.. .
.Our love for all our sisters and brothers demands that we be 'sentinels of
peace' in a world wounded by violence and conflict."
Caring for God's Creation. "Our stewardship of the Earth is a form of participation in God's act of creating and
sustaining the world. In our use of
creation, we must be guided by a concern for generations to come. We
show our respect for the Creator by
our care for creation."

Finding "Hope" in Sen·ator Barack Obama
Matthew Zavala
Opinions Editor

Very few politicians at any level are
looked to as role models for today's
generation. Many Americans view
politicians as corrupt, dishonest, and
as puppets of lobbyists. Through all
the scandals, there are still some that
will be remembered as good , honest
men who did all they could to make
this country great. Presidents such as
Abraham Lincoln , John F. Kennedy,
and Ronald Reagan all played a crucial role at different times in history and
to many, they are sources of inspiration.

Although the 2008 presidential elections seem to be very far away, the
presidential hopefuls are already making visits to New Hampshire and Iowa
to test the waters of a possible bid.
Republicans have already begun
throwing out the names of Senator
John McCain of Arizona , former Mayor
of New York City Rudy Giuliani, and
possibly
Secretary
of
State
Condoleezza Rice. Democrats counter
with Senators Hillary Rodham Clinton
and John Kerry, former Vice President
Al Gore, and former Senator John
Edwards. But there is a new, young
face in the Democratic Party that is
turning heads and giving people rea-

~on to believe there are still some
good politicians.
The Junior Senator from Illinois
Barack Obama, was elected to th~
U.S. Senate in 2004. He made his
name well known with his energetic
and hope-filled keynote address to the
Democratic National Convention in
July 2004. He was relatively unknown,
except in Illinois where he was a state
senator, but by the end of that 20
minute speech, people already had
him picked to do bigger things in
Washington, DC.

See Obama on page 5

In using these themes, we are called
as citizens to take on as our cause,
"the protection of the weak and vulnerable and defense of human life
and dignity, not a particular party or
candidate." We should also be open
to different ways to advance these
goals. Not all issues should be dealt
with through legislation , and it is possible to agree on basic principles but
disagree on which practical solutions
make the most sense.
In addition, we are also called on to
be civil in our advocacy of our moral
themes. As people who advocate for
justice and charity, "we must practice
these virtues in public life" as well
when we deal with others, without
impugning others' motives. Civil discourse and dialogue include respectful listening as well as advocacy, and
care for others demands no less of us
than it does of them.
All voters, especially Catholics have
both the right and the obligation to
examine the moral dimensions of public life, and our concern for the issues
noted above does not narrow our
vision , but instead should open our
bearts and consciences to a wider
view of the human community that
God is calling us to. As ·we consider
our election issues and candidates,
we should ask ourselves which of
these issues and candidates speak to
these concerns in the fulfest, most
thoughtful ways, and which do not.
Our communities and our fellow citizens depend on our thoughtful decisions.
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Diagnosed with depression
::::~:1;~~~~~

I got help, so should you

end of the school year, I visited Jerene
in the Coors Life Direction Center
almost every day until the end of the
semester. And, because of her help,
along with the guidance of nurse practitioner Jennifer Dominco-Brock, I was
willing to seek further help back home
in Hawaii.
Over the summer, I met with a psychologist once every week, talking

Last April, I was diagnosed
myself feel worth somewith severe clinical depression.
SIGNS OF DEPRESSION
thing . No matter how
Before today, only a handful of peomany times my teachers
ple knew of my condition. Even my
had told me to "slow
1. Withdrawing from friends and family
closest friends from high school didn't
down," "you'll burn your2.
Loss of interest in usual activities
know, and even the people who had
self out," I never listened .
known, didn't know that I was put on
3. Extreme hopelessness
My depression was fueled
antidepressants.
4.
Changes in appetite and
by my lack of self-esteem .
I don't know when my depression
sleep
Depression
consumes
started. I just know that I've had it for
every part of you, eating
5.
Talking, writing about suilonger than I realized. The scariest
away at your conscious
Suicide is the second leading cause of
cide
thing about depression is that you
until one day, you realize
death among college students and the
never feel it coming until it just hits, in
nothing is left.
third
leading cause of death among
one big slam. During the first half of the
My first semester at
chologist. One of the
year, I thought I was fine. I was trying
young people
Regis was tough, but not as tough as hardest things was
to keep up with classes and extra curwhat was to come. By the spring admitting that I needed
ricular activities, trying to make the
semester, I found myself not being professional help. But I More women than men report a hist.ory
most of my college experience. Up to
able to complete assignments on time, was so desperate, I
of attempted suicide, with a gender ratio
that point, I had lived a perfectionist my grades began to drop dramatically,
was
willing
to
do
anyof about 2:1
mantra, priding myself on being a and I slowly isolated myself from my
leader among my peers. I graduated friends. At the time, I felt like I had a hit thing not to feel the
as the salutatorian of my class. I also a "few bumps in the road." But, as hap- pain. They called Vic
Approximately 15% of the population
won a number of first place awards at pened many times in high school, I Davolt, director of
will
suffer from clinical depression at
state level speech tournaments, was crashed. One Sunday, my depression Admissions, who then
some time during their lifetime.
selected drum major for my school's hit like a train coming at 500 miles per advised me to contact
Jerene
Anderson
,
band, and was often asked to repre- hour. I couldn't breathe. I was shaking
sent the school in commercials and big with anxiety. I cried uncontrollably director of Personal
Between 80% and 90% of clincially
events. In addition, I was elected pres- through the night, until my eyes Counseling.
depressed
individuals respond t.o treatI used a whole box
ident of three honor societies, while became so strained and my head
ment.
of ~issues during my
also establishing a Leo Club chapter
at my high school. At graduation, I
through my depression and my low
boasted a total of thirteen honorary
self-esteem. Talking about my depreschords of distinction.
sion is always painful, but a step
The point of listing my achieveCoors Life Direction Center
towards a healthier me. Even as I write
Rm. 114
ments is not to brag, but to show the
my eyes are swelled--but I'm
this,
exhaustive hell I endured to make
Hours: 8:30-5:00 pm, Monday through Friday
hopeful. I'm getting better.
Walk-in/Crisis hours:
I admit that I'm not fully recovered
Mondays and Wednesday: 8:00 am -10:00 am
from my depression. l still have
Tuesdays and Thursdays: 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
episodes that hit me out of nowhere.
Call 303-458-3507 to schedule an appointment or stop by the office
But, I am much more in control of this
debilitating mental monster now than I
www.regis.edu/preventsuicide
ever was. I'm glad that I took the first
first session with Jerene. I remember step to ask for help. Never again will I
throbbing with pain that all I could do how painful it was to let my guard
go back to the pain I felt-never again.
was sleep.
down in front of someone I barely
With the stress of demanding classMy depression had manifested knew, like my already dysfunctional
es and social pressure, I understand
itself into the strongest I had ever felt self was now being criticized by a docjust how easily depression can affect
it. I couldn't get out of bed, I continu- tor, probing my insides only to say,
you. I urge you, if you are feeling any
Adjustment to college
ally expressed feelings of guilt-I "You're crazy."
of
the listed symptoms of depression,
An.·dety
couldn't even make decisions, let
Jerene, however, understood. The know a friend contemplating suicide, or
Concentration difficulties
alone concentrate on a task for longer first thing she told me was that depresneed advice for everyday problems
than a few minutes without wanting to sion isn't always something you can
Depression
like relationships and decision-making,
cry. I was physically and mentally "snap out of." She helped make sense
Difficulty making decisions
please seek help.
exhausted. I would sleep hours on of my feelings of frustration, guilt, anxThe Personal Counseling Staff here
Eating disorders
end, just to escape the pain. I was so iety and worthlessness, and despite
at Regis is well trained and always willPost traumatic stress disorder
frustrated, especially when people the rivers I cried in her office, she
ing to provide their services. All inforRoomate conflicts
would tell me "snap out of it, get over never did make me feel inferior or that
mation is also kept confidential, and
it, tough it out." I just couldn't do it. I just had to "snap out of it." Just hearSelf, harming behaviors
from personal experience, I know you'll
How do you "snap out of something" ing that my depression wasn't my fault
Sleep disturbances
feel just as grateful for taking the first
that you don't even know what you took a large burden off my shoulders.
step to getting better as I have. Take
Tension/stress
got yourself into?
About a week after seeing her, she that first step to a better you, a better
Bi-polar disorder
Nearing the end of the school year, recommended that I take Lexapro, an
tomorrow. With help, there is hope.
..._._..._._ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __. I begged my parents to find me a psy- antidepressant. From then until the

I
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His v1s1on of bipartisan politics and
elected officials reaching across the
aisle to work together is what really
caught people's attention. In his
address he said, "There is not a liberal
America and a conservative America
there is the United States of
America. There is not a Black America
and a White America and Latino
America and Asian America - there's
the United States of America." ·
Recently, the media has dubbed
Senator Obama as "The Rock Star" of
the Democrats. People who meet him
repeatedly ask him to consider running
for the White House in 2008. Some will
say though, that he does not have
enough political experience to consider such a bid. The last U.S. Senator to
be elected president was a young
Democrat from Massachusetts, John
F. Kennedy. Even at the beginning of
2006, Senator Obama made it clear

that he would complete his full term as
United States Senator. Now, there is
an excitement and enthusiasm when
people talk about him being United
States President. He recently said on
several news programs that he is
thinking about running for President in
2008.
Senator Obama is the son of a
Kenyan born father who came to
America to study on a scholarship. His
mother was born in Kansas and the
two met while in school. Obviously, if
he were elected, he would be the first
African-American President. which
would be historical. But people are
looking past the color of his skin and
focusing more on his message.
Senator Obama believes in being
honest with the people and doing
whatever it takes to ensure that all
Americans have access to health care
and education. And to do this, he is not

only_looking to the Democrats to solve
the problem, he is interested in working with Republicans.
I had the opportunity in July 2005 to
speak with Senator Obama by chance
while I was walking through the United
States Capitol to see Senator John
Kerry. After a quick picture, Senator
Obama and I talked for a few
moments. In those five minutes or
less, I could tell that he was genuinely
interested in talking with me despite
his busy schedule. Even now when I
see him on television talking to his
constituents, it is clear he is committed
to the people of Illinois and to the people of the United States.
In 2008, there is a very real possibility that we will see Senator Barack
Obama's name on the ballot for United
States President. I think he is the best
candidate right now who could really
erase the liberal and conservative

"There is not a liberal
America and a conservative America - there is
the United States of
America. There is not a
Black America and a
White America and Latino
America and Asian
America - there's the
United States of
America."
Barack Obama, Junior Senator
from Illinois
America, and truly make this the
United States of America.
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Feature

alloween
on
campus
th.e n&now

Photo by Brett Stakelin

Rumors have been flying around campus since the construction of Main Hall. Students have claimed that the ghosts of old
Jesuits lurk on the fourth floor of Main Hall, where sometimes
an eerie light can be seen glowing late at night from its towering, old windows.
Students living in DeSmet Hall claim a basketball can be heard dribbling on the
fourth floor, the ghost of some basketball player perpetually practicing for a game
he can never attend. There are also those mysterious tunnels that run crisscross
campus, under the quad, and even up through Main Hall. What secrets does our old
school hold? Althoug~ we may never know for certain, the old superstitions will
continue to lurk in Regis' past and continuing history.

/
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Special thanks to Public Affairs for the
archival photographs. All photos from
archives, except for top right photo by
Brett Stakelin.
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Tropical Tanning
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$19.99 Unlimited Tanning

One Month Tanning
Only $30

I

w/ Gold Package Sign-Up
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Up to 20 Minute Beds
1 coupon per customer
ID required
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Some Restrictions apply
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Tropical 41 High Speed Bed
3 Tans $25.00
:

Massage Special
$45 for.1 hour

I

Some Restrictions apply

I
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Up to 20 Minute Beds
1 coupon per customer
ID requ ired
$49.95 Reg istration Fee
Some Restrictions apply

1 coupon per customer
ID required

I
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1
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1
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Al.
Qlkl.

5173 W. 64th Ave - Arlington Square - Arvada, Co 80003 - 303-426-4455

APARTMENT HOMES

2&3Bedroom Apartment Homes
4Bedroom Town Homes

4703 West 52nd Ave
52nd & Sheridan

We f.n1w Wk/ ~luJenf; Wanf!
_.,, FREE Copies, FREE Faxing,
FREE Parking!
~

Blocks From Regis
Unfversity

1,,/' Swimming Pool, YearRound Hot Tub, Fitness
Equipment

1" Minutes From Downtown

_.,, 9 Ft Ceilings, Textured Walls,
6-Panel Doors, Wooden
Baseboards, Phone & Cable
Jacks In Every Room
1,,/' Large Fully-Equipped Kitch n
With Built-In Microwave & ·
Fire Extinguish r
,,' Gated Community, 24-Hour
Video Surveillance, 24-Hour
Emergency Maintenance

CALL TODAY

303-477-3905
regisplace@comca~t.net

E-mail:

r,,...~-·~--·t.-~-om1.rn@Hm1mMi11

. 0 APP FEJrs1
FORST.UDE

Mention this d at
your Initial visit and
we wlll waive your
appllcatlon feel
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SOCCER AND VOLLEYBALL RANGERS BRING IN THE WINS

..

Men's Soccer

Though the men finished their season over a week ago, they didn't come
up empty handed. Postseason awards
were handed out and two Rangers
received honors . Senior Jerad Murphy
was named AII-RMAC Honorable
Mention while sophomore Danny Terrill
was selected to the AII-RMAC Second
Team.

Photo by Graham Hunt

Photo by Graham Hunt

Women's Volleyball

While the fall season may be winding down, the women's volleyball team
is on pace to make a postseason
debut. Last week freshmen Chelsea
Pavlik was named East Division Player
of the Week for the second time this

year, after outstanding performances
averaging over five kills and five digs
that week.
The Rangers finished up the regular
season last week in a rare weekday
game the Rangers took on CU-Springs
winning the match with a 30-21, 30-16,
30-27 sweep, as well as a sweep for
the season. Freshmen Chelsea Pavlik
led the team with 14 kills. Sophomore
Liz Franz and senior Rachel Ross also
played well for the Rangers putting up
9 and 8 kills respectively. Freshmen
Felicia Ciarelli played a strong game
for the Ranger coming up with a
match-high 42 assists and adding

three kills, seven digs and two block
assists. On the defensive side sophomore Kristin Thompson led the way
with 17 digs in the match.
Last Friday, the last night of the regular season, the Rangers honored
seniors Annia Martial and Rachel Ross
by coming up with a 3-1 victory. The
Rangers dropped game one but rallied
back to win the next three games 3020, 30-25, and 30-23. On senior night
Rachel Ross played an excellent game
to finish out her Ranger career at the
Fieldhouse leading the team with 19
kills, as well as finishing with a .222 hitting percentage and adding six digs
and three block assists.
The win brought the Rangers regular season record to 16-12 overall and
13-6 in the RMAC. The Rangers will
enter postseason play as the 5th seed
as they take on 4th seeded Mesa
State. A good showing in the tournament also give the Rangers a shot at
the NCAA Tournament. As of the last
poll the Rangers were ranked 8th in

Lewis who upset Metro State 2-1 on
Satruday. The game was a defensive
battle, together both teams combined
for only 13 shots and only seven on
goal. However it was the Fort Lewis
defense that shut the Rangers down
as they allowed only two shots on goal
bothin coming in the first half. The
game winning goal came at the 32:09
mark for Fort Lewis. Three Rangers
were selected to All-Tournament team.
Sophomore Carter Cornett, junior Tara
Kirkpatrick and freshmen Kelly Labor.
The Rangers also received honor
this week with post season awards.
Freshmen Kelly Labor was name
Freshmen of the Year as well as being
selected to the AII-RMAC first team.
Junior Tara Kirkpatrick also was
named to the first team as well as
earning Defensive Player of the Year
honors . Finally, sophomore Chelsea
Reichard was named to the AII-RMAC
second team. The Rangers finished
out the season with a overall record of
11-7-4 and a RMAC record of 8-2-2.

UPCOMING RANGER GAMES
Women's Volleyball
Photo by Graham Hunt

Complete RMAC Tournament Schedule:
Thursday, November 2:
#3 Metro State vs. #6 Fort Lewis - 12:00 p.m.
#2 Nebraska-Kearney vs. #7 UC-COiorado Springs - 2:30 p.m.
#4 Mesa State vs. #5 Regis - 5:30 p.m.
#1 Western New Mexico vs. #8 Colorado State-Pueblo - 8:00
p.m.
Friday, November 3:
#3 MSCD/#6 FLC vs. #2 UNK/#7 UCCS - 5:30 p.m.
#4 MSC/#5 RU vs. #1 WNMU/#8 CSUP - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, November 4:
RMAC Tournament Championship Match - 7:00 p.m.
All games to be played at Western New Mexico.

Men's Basketball
Tuesday, October 31 @ Colorado State 7:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball
Friday, November 3 @ University of Northern Colorado 7:00
p.m.

the region which would qualify them for
the tournament. Freshmen Felicia
Ciarelli was named RMAC East Player
of the Week. For the week Ciarelli
averaged 14.71 assists and 2.75 digs
per game as she helped the Rangers
to a 2-0 record.
Women's Soccer

After bad weather pushed back their
game, the Rangers came out ready to
play on Friday in the semifinal round of
the RMAC conference tournament.
The Rangers defeated Mesa State 1-0
behind the strong play of senior goalkeeper
Joanna
Humphreys.
Humphreys made eight saves while
facing ten shots. She also increased
her career lead in shutouts by making
that her . 2sth game doing so.
Freshmen Kelly Labor put the one goal
on the board the Rangers needed to
pull off the win. It was at the 27:35
mark that sophomore Carter Cornett
found Labor for her 11 th goal of the
season.
On Sunday the women returned
once again to a familiar setting in the
RMAC championship. But unlike years
past rival Metro State was not there to
greet them. The Rangers took on Fort

Is there .anything
you'd like to
see in the
Sports section?
Send your
suggestions,
comments, or
questions to
Katie Simons,
Sports Editor, at
simon309@regis.edu
or contact the
Highlander at
highlander@regis.edu
or at 303. 964.5391.
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Cardinals roll to their 1oth
World Series title
Bobby Morgan
Sports Writer

3-0 lead until, yes another throwing
error from reliever Joel Zumaya,
allowed two more runs to score. Game
4 was forced back one day due to
weather, which ultimately caused posThey were th e worst team in th
playoffs, finishing the season losing sibly the most important play of the
ten of their laSt th irteen games. It took World Series. It was Tigers centerfieldthem four games to get paSt San Diego er Curtis Granderson losing his footing
and seven games to down th e Mets on the wet ground that led to an inning
for St. Louis that
before arriving at
the World Series.
helped wipe out
They had th e
an early Tigers
lead and the
second fewest
wins in World
thrust for the
Series
history
Cardinals
5-4
victory.
with the 1973
Oh and I
Met only having
82 and only 21 %
almost forgot,
of the nation
Tiger's reliever
F e r n a n d o
gave them a
chance (ESPN
Rodney threw
October
20 th
wildly to first
Poll). However,
base, allowing
what was not in
one run to score,
while setting up
the minds of
those 79% was
one more.
the fact this isn't
In the fifth and
even a post seafinal game it was
son
for
the
Jeff Weaver with
an 8-14 regular
Cardinals. They
have. been to the L-_..:;,;,;,_P_h_o_to_c_ou_rt_e_sy_o_f_www--.p-ro-sp_o_rt-pi-ct-ur-es-.co--1m season record
NLCS five of the
facing the Game
seven past years, there was no pres- I loser, with a 17-9 regular season
sure, no looking at being down 1-2 or record; Justin Verlander. St. Louis
1-3, just a talented team playing base- struck first, picking up one run in the
ball. That is the first and most danger- second. Detroit took the lead in the 4th
ous reason that the Cardinals won the after two runs, but the Cardinals added
2006 World Series, they are 1oth in the two of their own in the bottom half of
that inning. The Cardinals then added
program's history.
The media at the start of the series an insurance run in the seventh, and
questioned just about every part of the starter Verlander threw wildly to third
Cardinals line-up and pitching staff, base, allowing one run and setting up
giving only Jeff Suppan and Chris one more. The three problems in
Carpenter a chance against the red hot Game 5 for the Tigers were the errors,
Detroit pitching and bats. The Yadier Molina and David Eckstein.
Cardinals bats scored six fewer runs Moline, a .216 hitter in the regular seathan those of Detroit's, but played son, continued his Joe Mauer like hitthree more games. Yet, all this didn't ting, going 3-for-4 with 2 runs scored.
matter to St. Louis; they were just num- All while David Eckstein, coming off a
bers, stats from a previous time and four-hit night in Game IV, went 2-for-4
they were out to prove it. In Game I at the plate, with one run scored and
both teams sent for the first time ever, two RBl's, was on his way to earning
two rookies to the mound as there the World Series MVP trophy and helpstarters ; Justin
Verlander and ing secure the Game 5 victory, closing
Cardinal's Anthony Reyes. Anthony out the World Series.
Yes that's correct, the St. Louis
didn't quite- copy Bob Gibson's perCardinals
did win the World Series,
formance who threw 17 strikeouts the
yes
they
did
it with passion, pride and
last time these teams met in the fall
confidence.
Do
not dare challenge the
classic, but it defiantly did the job.
of
there
opponents. They
quality
Reyes went 8 innings giving up only
two runs on four hits, while fellow rook- weren't the Yankees or Red Sox or
ie Verlander had his worst game of the Braves, but just the same they were a
post season. Reyes retired 17 consec- 95 game winning team, who took three
utive batters, while keeping a shutout straight from New York, and Swept the
into the ninth. The Tigers, after three Athletics right out of the World Series.
errors, Vertander threw away a pickoff They had two rookies of the year canattempt, where they soon found them- didates, some Cy-Young hopefuls, and
selves a team down 0-1 in the playoffs a perennial infield with veterans
trained for a series like this.
after a 7-2 St. Louis victory.
Congratulations to the St. Louis
Game 2 brought a whole other level
of play to the St. Louis team, a seven- Cardinals, who for the first time since
teen year veteran who threw more like the Yankees did it in 1923, won a
his July 28, 1994 perfect game with the World Series title in the inaugural year
Texas Rangers. Rogers extended his of a stadium and to add more flavor to
scoreless inning streak to 23 innings, do it, to close it out at home in front of
only Lew Burdette with 24 (1957) and 46,638 cheering fans, the first since
Christy Mathewson 27 (1905) had Boston closed the series out at
longer streaks in the postseason. Only Fenway Park's inaugural season in
a ninth inning wild throw to first base 1912. So let us all rejoice as the 23
from Tigers closer Todd Jones gave a year wait is over for the Cardinals and
they are the 2006 World Series
run to the Cardinals.
Game 3, brought Chris Carpenter Champions.
who pitched eight scoreless innings of
three-hit ball to the new Busch
Stadium, with offensive support from
Jim Edmonds, giving the Cardinals a

e
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Sportssizzle
Athletes need to take their jobs
seriously
chance again.
Then you have the likes of
Kobe Bryant who was under suspiMany of us grow up wishing cions of rape and assault though the
we might one day become profession- charges were dropped. Former Green
al athletes. At the time, this dream may Bay Packers wide receiver Koren
seem glamorous, with age, comes wis- Robinson was suspended from the
dom-and that perception of the NFL after multiple drug violations.
celebrity quickly fades, at least it has Then there is Terrell Owens maybe he
for me. So many young children look hasn't taken drugs or threatened to
up to these athletes as heroes and role shoot anyone but has seriously tarmodels, but they are seriously mistak- nished his reputation and that of other
en if they believe that they are ideal cit- athletes by acting selfish and inappropriately both on and off the field.
izens.
It seems as if everyday anoth
Names like Chris Anderson,
Stephen Jackson, Koren Robinson, er'athlete appears in the news for varKobe Bryant, and Terrell Owens, just to ious reasons whether it be drugs, vioname a few. These are athletes who lence, or just running their mouths
make millions of dollars night in and because they think they can. Either
night out putting a ball in a hoop or run- way it has got to stop and it has to be
ning and catching touchdowns. But taken seriously. These athletes get
those great accomplishments have paid to professionals-yet they abuse
become overshadowed by poor deci- ·it.
These players are more wor
sion making.
Most
recently,
forward ried about their egos, pocketbooks and
Stephen Jackson of the Indiana parties. Why should we pay a profes
Pacers was arrested after firing off five sional if they throw it away and make
shots outside a bar. Jackson said he bad life decisions? It is about time we
was defending his teammates, excuse put these athletes in their place so they
or not, it's just plain unacceptable. Now realize that they aren't above everyone
Jackson looks like he will make his else. Steeper penalties need to be
return at the start of the NBA season handed out like the ones given to
with just a slap on the wrist. Chris Anderson and Robinson so these ath
Anderson a former Denver Nugget has letes learn and can begin to truly see
been suspended until his reinstate- the value of their job. Unfortunately
ment becomes possible again in violent acts, drugs and disregard for
January 2008 because of excessive the rest of the human population are
drug use. He believes he deserves a not written clauses in their contracts.
Katie Simons
Sports Editor

B·a seball Sudoku
Directions: For this sudoku, use the nine starting positions of a starting
baseball team lineup, P, C, 18, 28, SS, 38, LF, CF, RF, instead of the tradi
tional nine numbers. Good luck!
-
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Spotlight

A taste of the Independent film festival
The Denver Film Society presents ...

29th Starz Denver
Film Festival
November 9-19
Tickets on sale now!
www .denverfilm.org

Photo from www.ropeofsilicon.com

Jude Law and Robin Wright Penn play Will and Liv, a couple on the verge
of seperation in the indie film Breaking and Entering.
film industry. Despite the array of cinErica Easter
ematic genre, there are many films that
Spotlight Writer
do not get the attention that mainGoing to the movies is a pastime stream blockbusters do. Usually, these
that most people enjoy, especially if films are lower budget and the director
the movie evokes a particular emotion. wants the film to maintain an overall
Because of the array of film genre, artistic aesthetic, evading fluff and
most audiences can find a motion pic- filler. Many independent films are careture that appeals to their preferences. fully crafted and directed to uphold a
Drama, comedy, thriller, western- thought provoking standard that usualthese ·are just some of the many ly cannot be achieved when the film's
approaches that a screenwriter and purpose is to garner record-breaking
producer take when creating a moving openings. Nevertheless, these films
are artistic approaches to the art of
masterpiece.
Today, there are also many hybrid movie-making, and some are successgenres that have emerged from the ful, whereas others are too obscure
traditional genres, like cinema verite, and poorly constructed.
Because Denver is provincial in a
film noir, experimental film, etc., many
of them manifesting in the independent sense that obstructs us from the world

of independent film, the opportunities
to view such cinematic wonders must
be sought out carefully. However, there
is an exclusive event that occurs every
year that makes it easier for the na·ive
film aficionado to view indies at the
Independent Film Festival. The festival
runs November 9th through the 1gth at
the Starz Denver Theater.

Many independent
films are carefully crafted
and directed to uphold a
thought provoking standard ...
This year, the festival brings some
well-known names-Jude Law, Robin
Wright Penn, Tim Robbins, and
Christian Bale. Breaking and Entering
is an intellectually thoughtful story of
life in contemporary London. The film
stars Jude Law, Juliette Binoche, and
Robin Wright Penn. As a successful
landscape architect, Will (Law) and his
partner at the firm decide to take on a
redevelopment project. After moving

-;<

STARZ
FILMCENTER
9th Street and Auraria Parkway
in the Tivoli Student Union

their high-tech office into a rough area
in North London, they quickly
encounter a string of perpetual burglaries. Finally, Will decides to stake out
the scene and catch the perpetrator,
who was Miro, a teenage refugee from
Sarajevo. Quickly, Will finds himself
drawn to Mira's single mother, Amira
(Binoche), while he is moving further
away from his beautiful girlfriend Liv
(Penn). Throughout the film, Will is
enmeshed in a web of honesty, fidelity,
class, and ethnicity. Because of the
of the
multi-layered
approach
Academy-Award winning director
Anthony Minghella
(The English
Patient), the film is powerful and emotive. After premiering at several films
festivals, this film is highly critically
acclaimed. In Denver, Breaking and
Entering will have a red carpet premier
on November gth at 8pm, with an
appearance by director Anthony
Minghella. Other films at the festival
include Rescue Dawn with Christian
Bale, Americanese~ and After the
Wedding. The cost of admission per
film into the film festival is $10.

Welcome music majors
Regis University takes liberal arts to the next
level
Derek Miller
Spotlight Editor
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Look out folks, the Regis music program has something new to offer.
Before, the university lacked a traditional music major. There was the
flexible music major option in which
students worked with his or her advisor
to custom fit a major, but" this option did
not attract many music students as
well as a traditional major would.
Now, Regis offers not one, but three
different music majors: B.A. in Music,
B.A. in music performam:e, and B.A. in
Music History and Literature. It may
not be immediately apparent, but this
is huge for the Regis community, not
just for students interested in music.
For one thing, the addition of a
music major means that Regis will
attract a whole•new group of students.
For a school that emphasizes diversity,
this is a large step forward. Also, a
music major will increase Regis' student population, providing more funding for the school.
Speakrng from a musician's point of
view, I would also like to point out that
Regis has the potential to be the perfect setting for a music program. One
key ingredient for growth as a musician
is individual attention, which Regis'
small size easily provides. Also, Regis'
size will provide an alternative to music
programs of schools like the University
of Denver and the University of
Colorado in which musicians must take
an all or nothing approach to their

music education in order to be noticed
by prospective employers or graduate
schools. Regis alleviates this pressure
merely through its size. Students in
the music program will be freer to
explore other subjects as well, becoming well-rounded individuals. A Regis
musician will have the experience of
being a big fish in a small pond instead
of a small fish in the ocean of D.U .'s
Lamont School of Music.
Finally, the addition of a music major
to the programs offered at Regis will
help put Regis in the public eye. Better
performances by music majors mean
more
community
involvement.
Graduate schools who accept music
majors will be more familiar with Regis
when they consider applicants from
other programs.
Now with more choices for students,
Regis is living up to its mission of providing a liberal arts education .

Current Regis Students interested
in applying and auditioning for the
music major should contact Dr.
Mark Davenport at (303) 964-3609
or mdavenpo@regis.edu

Additional information may be
obtained on the
Music Program web site:
http://www.regis.edu/music
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Student Center
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9:30 p.m. to Midnigh
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la Ml4taftlia 's Day Spa
8. Body SAop
Welcome back sta££ & students,

Are lJOU stessed out?

·Wednesdays
@
8:00pm
*Students receive one free game with student I.D. *
Elitch Lanes 3825 Tennyson Denver CO (303) 477-1633

- Student massage: $45 per hour
- Staff massage: $50 per hour
- Chair massage: $1 per minute

Monthl11 Specials!
4949 Lowell Blvd.
One block south of Regis.
720-855-8858

EXECUTIVE TANS
One free tanning session with the purchase
of a lotion sample valued at $5 or more.

WHY ARE YOU WAITING?
At Denver School of Nursing we offer the highest quality State
Board of Nursing and Colorado Commission on Higher Education
Approved programs with little or no wait. We offer:

• 21 month Associates Degree Nursing
• 12 month LPN to RN ADN
• 21 month BSN Completion program
We currently have graduates placed with many major hospitals and
care facilities throughout the Denver Metro Area and graduates
working o ut of state.

*Good In ANY tanning unitl
This offer good at 7310 W 52nd Avenue

(303)421-6117

CALL
(303) 292-0015

or our new store at ·
9975 Wadsworth Parkway
(303) 403-42'9

Try our Mystac UV Free Spray Tan Unrt

at our Westminster locateon for a discounted
price of $20,00 for one soss,onl
Both locations opon at 6am on weekdaysl

www.denverschoolofnursing.org
Located one block from Coors Field at 1401 19th Street Denver, CO 80202

'"Offer expire• November 30, 2006.

-
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Calendar of Campus Events
Monday, October 30 thru
Friday, November 3
Coats for Colorado: Regis
University is collecting
new or gently used coats
through the Staff Advisory
Council (SAC) for the
COATS FOR COLORADO
distribution. Please drop
off your coat donations in
the SPS Distance Learning.
Department, ALC, rm. 135.
Tuesday, October 31
Employee Activity
Committee Halloween
Celebration: Join the
Employee Activity
Committee for our annual
Halloween Party! There will
free lunch for anyone in a
costume! To be held in
the Faculty Lounge at
12:00 p.m.
BSA Halloween Carnival:
The BSA will be hosting a
halloween carnival from
3:00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m.
in the Student Center.

Wednesday, November 1
Mass to celebrate All
Saints Day: to be held in
the St. John Regis Chapel
at 8:00 a.m.
Ecumenical Prayer to celebrate All Saints Day: to be
held in the Madonna della
Strada Chapel at 11:30
a.m.
Mass to Celebrate All
Saints Day in the St. John
Francis Regis Chapel, followed by a procession to
the Art Gallery and opening reception for the
Santos Collection: to be
held at 4:30 p.m.
Mass to Celebrate All
Saints Day: to be held at
the Hospitality House at
9:00 p.m.

Saturday, November 4
Bus Trip to Black Hawk:
The Regis Ranger Softball
team is sponsoring this
Macarade Ball: Sponosored fund-raising trip to Black
by PAC and MAC, this
Hawk/Central City."The
event will have dancing,
bus will be leaving from
games, and contests. To be the Field House at 5:00
held in the Student
p.m. Email Coach Christi
Cafeteria, 9:30 p.m. to
Weiser (cweiser@regis.edu)
12:00 a.m.
for more information.
Anticipated Mass by candlelight in the Madonna
della Strada Chapel, followed by cider and treats.
To be held at 9:00 p.m.

/

Fall Jesuit Conversations
Dinner: "Facing the
Reading Crisis": Come to
this dinner and conversation on student literacy

hosted by the Dayton
Memorial Library Faculty
and Staff. The conversation will be based on artides in the Fall, 2006 Issue
of Conversations
Magazine, the National
Jesuit publication, which
examines the report on literacy by the National
endowment for the Arts
and its implications for
Jesuit Higher Education.
RSVP to Jennifer Lauer,
President's Office, by
November 3 at 303-4584190. To be held in Main
Hall Room 333 from 5:00
p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Monday, November 6
Senate Meeting to be held
in the Field House
Newland Conference
Center at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday November 8
thru Thursday November
9

Order your class ring:
Don't miss your chance to
order a class ring! Come
see samples and pricing
options from Jostens. To
be held in the Bookstore
from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m.

Thursday, November 9
"A Place to Dwell" Retreat:
This retreat will offer participants a way to understand the spiritual life
through the wisdom

source of the Gospel of
John and to draw inspiration to live a life of ever
deepening meaning. The
retreat will be held in the
Madonna Della Strada
Chapel (the smaller chapel
inside the St. John Francis
Regis Chapel) from 10:00
AM-1:00 PM. RSVP to
Kathy Schaefer by
November 6 at
mschaefe@regis.edu or at
303-458-4956.

Thursday, November 16
Dinner and Dialogue:
Come join the Dinner and
Dialogue group and listen
to Lonnie McCabe, who has
worked for 28 years as a
professional volunteer in
the nonprofit sector.
Starting off as a performer
for nonprofit theatres, she
became aware of her gifts,
talents and leadership abilities before her employment at the Denver
Foundation. We encourage
you to participate in this
once in a life time event.
We will explore our inner
passions and find the
meaning in our lives.
RSVP: Sally
Spencer-Thomas at
sspencer@regis.edu by
November 10. To be held
in the Regis Room of
Carroll Hall at 6:00 p.m.
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